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PILE BURNING-NEAR MISS 
 
I was walking down the hall of the district office with one of the district staff when we stepped into a 
conversation some of the crew leaders and assistant crew leaders where having about a near miss on 
some pile burning operations the previously day.  There had been a flashback of flame toward one of 
firefighters while using a Fedco five gallon with fuel mix (piss bag/ bladder bag) to fuel the ignition on one 
of the piles. Some of the group  was thinking it was no was big deal, some were trying to defend the 
action of using the Fedco as a firing tool, some were not  sure and others thought it was not the right tool 
for the job. One individual said “we used to use them in region “X” and on my old forest all time in 
pile burning no big deal you have to just be careful with the flashback”.  I decided to bring it forward 
to the group that this is something we need to talk about, some were a little reluctant but everybody joined 
in. I had someone inform the rest of the folks waiting to go out pile burning that we all needed to talk 
about this issue and that “the piles would wait”. Someone pointed out “have you ever seen a dry piss 
bag on a fire and did you think there was fuel on the outside of the bag”? The employee who had 
the near miss said his fire shirt had fuel on it.  We talked how the drip torch 
had a spark arrest in it, and you are creating a fine mist at the nozzle when 
you pump the bladder bag which is also creating flumes which comes back 
and creates the flash that becomes a very unsafe operation.  The subject 
came up how to carry 5 gallon of fuel mix up the hill as the gas cans weight 
down on the arm. We asked those that did not think this was the right device 
to use, why did they not say anything. They felt that they were not going to 
use it and the person who filled it up was the senior leader of the group. 
“What if this had not been a near miss but more serious we should 
have spoken up or at least talked about it.” We discussed, both as a 
group and one-on-one, the actions, planning and proper tools to use. We all 
need to have more training and discussions of proper tools, safety, and 
minimizing risks.  
 

What was done well: 
Delaying the project in order to discuss the safety aspects and learning from the near miss was a very 
positive thing to do. Everyone taking the time to discuss this including leadership and the Line Officer who 
also came in was very helpful for learning objectives. 
 

Recommendations –Lessons Learned: 

 Developing a lesson learn paper as others may be using this tool improperly and to help guide a 
learning culture. 

 Look into packs and other devices to carry 5 gallons of fuel up the hill. 
 Hold refresher training on proper burning and ignition devices for all personnel. 
 Work on how to speak up and talk about unsafe and risky behavior. Don’t just accept conditions. 
 Use devices for what the manufacture designed them for and remember, just because someone 

got away with it in the past does not mean it is the right tool to use. 
 Talk about and review near misses within crews and as a 

district. 
 Senior crew leaders need to have an open atmosphere and 

also communicate clearly, what they are thinking. 
 Do a better job with emergency medical evacuation planning 

and JHA, not just a paper chase and sign off. 
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